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North Korea: Nothing to Study

You almost certainly missed it – most people did! Over the past few weeks a significant section 

of the academic world – particularly within South Korea – have been steadily building toward a 

crescendo of outrage. And all this over nothing more than the decision by Korea University to 

discontinue its North Korean Studies department.

The claim they have been making is simple: North Korea – least of all considering its proximity 

to South Korea – is a vital area of study in terms of sociology, political order and cross-border 

security. Sure! But there is nothing new here. This has been true since the Korean peninsula 

was first partitioned at the end of the Second World War, and will almost certainly remain the 

case into the near-future.

What has changed – and that which has managed to slip between the cracks for decades now –

is the level of new information that can actually be accepted, let alone studied, in any academic 

format. One of the inevitable side-effects of an insulated society, is an insulation of 

information. North Korean studies are dying for one simple reason – there is nothing new to 

report (and barring the unlikely event of regime collapse, this will, almost certainly, remain the 

status quo).



However, ‘publish-or-perish’ is as true today as it has ever been. Yet this is less about actual 

publishing than people tend to think. This well-worn maxim is nothing more than an expression 

of the cultural reality inside academia; a simple cautionary tale that can be boiled down to: 

‘Keep yourself relevant!’

So what does a scholar do when his/her field of study stops producing enough meaningful

content to justify their continued employment? When it is, in fact, impossible to stay relevant? 

Exit the field gracefully, or – and what is sadly too often the case – dig in and fight the 

inevitable.

Rebelling desperately against the dying light of their usefulness, your average North Korean 

studies department has gradually become a hollowed-out shell of intellectualism. Atmospheres 

of fetid starvation where professors and researchers pick desperately over the fleshless 

carcasses of decades-old publications; where any depths can be plunged, and any lengths can 

be gone to in the hope of prolonging dying careers. 

This undignified fight for survival has produced a body of work so repetitious that it borders on 

plagiarism, or conversely so peripheral and obscure that it would make the most ardent 

Post-Modernist blush. If you are in any way familiar with academia then you may be thinking 

that this sounds like a fairly accurate description of any field of scholarship, not just North 

Korean studies. Perhaps! But you will be hard pressed to find any other collection of scholars 

quite so aware of their own professional mortality.

Behaving like poorly-raised teenagers, and willing to do anything for a brief moment of 

popularity, the new-generation of North Korea-philes have tended to buy into the modern 

panacea of ‘famous for being famous’. When you have nothing to say and nothing to 

contribute, yet also need to remain relevant as a matter of survival, then publicity, no matter 

how debasing, undignified or superficial, can appear as the only lifeboat remaining on a rapidly 

sinking ship. And it makes for a tragic spectacle. 

Following even the slightest murmurings from Pyongyang, inklings of military movement or –

and this is the pet-favourite for anyone desperate for something to say – significant 



anniversary, North Korean scholars can inevitably be found squabbling over airtime, yet with 

absolutely nothing to contribute to the base level of reporting. 

This is the academic equivalent of releasing a sex tape – well-read and otherwise intelligent 

people willing to sacrifice what little academic credibility they may have amassed over the 

years, in the most public and humiliating manner possible. This is just how deep the famine of 

research material has sunk into the consciousness of all things North Korea.

Four disparate, yet significant events sum-up this atmosphere: 1. the month-long hiatus that 

Kim Jong Un took in late 2014; 2. The death of Secretary of the Central Committee of North 

Korea's ruling Workers' Party, Kim Yang Gon; 3.The personal story of Shin Dong-Hyuk as told in 

Blaine Harden’s book ‘Escape from Camp 14’; and 4. The ‘academic’ career of North Korean 

defector Jang Jin-Sung.

*****

For a country that takes cults of personality to new heights, the disappearance of their leader, 

Kim Jong Un, for an extended period of time in late 2014, certainly indicated that something 

was off. But this is where the analysis should have ended. This was news worthy yet indicative 

of nothing. Indeed Kim’s father and grandfather before him both had their occasional truant 

moments, which ultimately said nothing notable about the internal workings of the country or 

the leaders themselves.

Yet, the media hit an immediate frenzy of unprincipled speculation – but then again they could, 

it is somewhat within their professional purview. After all, the general public, it seems, are 

captivated by the ‘Hermit Kingdom’ just as much as they are by a good conspiracy theory.

However, the academic community should not have joined in – especially considering that 

when they did, they either had nothing to say, or, were happy to engage in the same loose 

conjecture.

Lee Sung-Yoon, from Tufts University’s Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy kicked things off 

with the redundant, non-explanation of: “in totalitarian North Korea, Kim is the state. He is free 

to come and go as he pleases”; Remco Breuker, professor of Korean studies at Leiden 



University, offered the insightful statement: "We're not sure where he is, or what's happening”; 

Curtis Melvin, from the US-Korea Institute at Johns Hopkins SAIS, clearly didn’t realise the 

inherent irony within his analysis: “we can say confidently that Kim Jong Un has experienced an 

adverse episode of some sorts”; and Katharine H.S. Moon, Chair of Korea Studies and Senior 

Fellow at the Center for East Asia Policy Studies at the Brookings Institution, sunk a little deeper 

into the abyss by analysing the surrounding events with: “the clearest answer is that there is no 

clear answer”.

Put yourself in the shoes of these people: if you had nothing to contribute, and your 

professional reputation was on the line, would you even entertain the thought of making a 

public statement of this sort? How desperate would you need to be? But it did not stop here. 

Vacantness is vice enough, but it is all just a bit too boring. If you are going to abandon your 

principles, then why not abandon them in an imaginative way?

Breuker, perhaps feeling insecure about the reach of his original statement, then casually 

freelanced the opinion: “we don't know whether he's in the hospital or whether he's been put 

under house arrest"; Jasper Kim, CEO of the Asia Pacific Global Research Group, mused that the 

coinciding visit by North Korean Vice Marshal, Hwang Pyong So, to Incheon might be a plot to 

distract attention by stimulating “confusion and chaos, both domestically and internationally”; 

and former British ambassador to North Korea, John Everard, confidently judged that because 

the same Incheon delegation did “not gush the kind of praise of Kim Jong-un that would 

normally be expected” that it is “more likely that his [Kim’s] absence is due to politics, 

not health.” 

A chronically obese man, seen limping prior to his absence, and with a North Korean official 

explaining that the young leader was experiencing “discomfort” – it was always likely that 

rather than regime collapse, abdication, assassination or coup, that Kim was simply suffering 

from an unexciting minor health issue; as turned out to be the case.

*****

Such disregard for the ‘likely’ in favour of the ‘outlandish’ has become the new normal in North 

Korean analysis. When state media reported the death of Secretary of the Central Committee 



of the ruling Workers' Party, Kim Yang-Gon, in a traffic accident, North Korean ‘experts’ saw the 

lack of surrounding detail as a gift from heaven. They suddenly had free range to fill in the gaps 

with whatever theory or information they liked.

Ahn Chan-il, the director of World North Korea Research Center, a Seoul based think tank, 

dreamt up a scenario where the car crash was a cover story for an assassination plot by 

“hard-liners” that “might have feared Kim's growing influence”. Greg Scarlatoiu, the executive 

director of the Washington-based Committee for Human Rights in North Korea, bought into this

conspiracy theory by questioning: “Seriously, how heavy is traffic [in] downtown Pyongyang?”

Bruce Klingner, Senior Research Fellow at The Heritage Foundation, also jumped on the band 

wagon, yet invented a more intricate back-story: “Kim Yang-Gon's death in a car accident might 

be interpreted as paying the ultimate price for the collapse of the inter-Korean mini-détente 

following the August landmine incident agreement”.

Michael Madden, a self-styled expert on the North Korean leadership, confidently claimed that 

Kim Yang-Gon “had enemies in the leadership”. Whilst Cheong Seong-chang, from the Sejong 

Institute in South Korea, and Professor Yang Moo-Jin at the University of North Korean Studies, 

both fantasized that Kim Yang-Gon's death indicated that North Korea was calling an end to

high-level talks.

Imaginative? Yes! However considering that an official state funeral committee was set-up 

following his death (headed by Kim Jong Un), that images of Kim Jong Un overcome with 

emotion at the open casket were released on state-run television and that the same media 

referred to Kim Yang-Gon as one of Kim Jong Un’s “closest comrades” and “a loyal 

revolutionary warrior”, it would indicate that this was, almost certainly, just a simple accident. 

*****

Shin Dong-Hyuk has an unbelievable personal story – ‘unbelievable’ in the sense that most 

people now doubt its honesty. Camp 14 is a ‘Total Control Zone’ – a notorious North Korean 

concentration camp designed to house political prisoners. It is also where Shin was born (by 

virtue of his parents’ imprisonment), where he was routinely tortured, where he was forced to 



witness the executions of his brother and mother, and where he would have died had he not 

escaped and fled the country.

No-one who had ever seen the inside of such a North Korean camp had survived to tell the tale, 

so Shin had a unique story to tell – he also had something to sell. With the help of Blaine 

Harden an authorised biography of Shin’s life, ‘Escape from Camp 14’, became an international 

bestseller, and the world of North Korean studies gushed hysterically – they had something

new to talk about. Speaking tours were organised, the book sold off shelves and Shin was 

presented as a key witness at a United Nations special report on North Korean human rights 

abuses. 

Then his story changed! In the words of Harden: “on Friday January 16, I learned that Shin ... 

had told friends an account of his life that differed substantially from my book”. Shin 

subsequently unburdened his conscience and admitted to making-up key details of his life 

story.

This is not to smear the character of Shin Dong-Hyuk. There are a number of compelling 

reasons why someone who has lived through the horrors of the North Korean prison state 

might be a little circumspect with the truth (physiological repression, post-traumatic stress 

disorder, or a simple concern for family members, amongst others), even after their escape.

However, this highlights a problem: it is almost impossible to corroborate the first-person 

accounts of North Korean defectors – and it is harder still to prove such accounts to be 

fabrications. Unless someone inadvertently incriminates themselves as Shin did, there is often 

no way of critically assessing new sources of North Korean information.

And this builds an unhappy incentive structure. North Korean defectors – often poorly 

educated, under-skilled, ill-prepared for modern societies and separated from their families –

tend to live difficult lives despite their new-found freedom. Yet, there is a holy-grail. Relative 

wealth, lucrative career options and even minor celebrity status awaits anyone canny enough 

to understand the broad international yearning for tragic, outlandish and above all else, new, 

accounts of the Hermit Kingdom.



Shin Dong-Hyuk’s now-edited story is still remarkable and still an interesting read, but it 

remains – just as it always has been – entirely unverifiable and labouring under the burden of a 

perverse incentive structure that leans towards dishonesty.

*****

On this same note, special mention must be earmarked for the inexplicable academic rise of 

Jang Jin-Sung. Jang too had a story with a unique selling point, and managed to exploit it to 

great effect. Unlike most defectors, Jang was a member of the political elite in Pyongyang and a 

former poet laureate for the North Korean state. If his account is to be believed, he fled the 

country in 2003 after a friend misplaced a prohibited book that Jang had lent him.

Due to his claimed insider knowledge, Jang was employed by the National Security Research 

Institute in Seoul in early 2005. He was later paid a severance package to leave the 

organization. But Jang had tasted the good life and was not going to exit such a fertile 

gravy-train after one minor hiccup. He used his severance to start New Focus International, a 

defector targeted news outlet whose content and output serves as a standing justification for 

just how little there is to report on the internal workings of North Korea. Don’t take my word 

for it, have a look yourself: http://newfocusintl.com/

As a microcosm onto the problems facing North Korean studies, sprinkled through the sparse,

mundane analyses of international conferences, infrastructure observations, and tourist trips to 

the South Korean and Chinese borders, the New Focus International occasionally spices things 

up with guesswork, rumour and gossip.

In 2013, after the execution of Kim Jong Un’s uncle, Jang Sung-Taek, Jang Jin-Sung riffed freely 

in his magazine: “we have just witnessed a coup in North Korea”. He then doubled-down on this 

claim with the assertion that the previously mentioned absenteeism of Kim Jong Un was proof 

of a continuing pseudo-civil war within North Korea. Such unqualified statements represent the 

death rattle of an exhausted field of study, and do little to justify the site’s remarkable, and 

enviable, claim to have “correspondents inside North Korea”

http://newfocusintl.com/


Jang still wasn’t finished. A full decade after his defection he thought it was time to document

his personal story in the 2014 book “Dear Leader: Poet, Spy, Escapee - A Look Inside North 

Korea”. The book, originally published in Korean, was substantially expanded upon – seemingly 

at the behest of his translator – to attract a wider audience for its English version. The Korean 

original oddly focussed almost exclusively on Jang’s escape (a well-worn story that all defectors 

have in common). It was not until the second iteration that Jang’s amazing claim to fame (his 

life inside North Korea) was described in detail – It must have slipped his mind!

In reviewing Jang’s revised account, Johnathan Fenby, explained the only possible lens through 

which an honest audience could view the inexplicably tardy publication date, as well as the 

content: “this book is, in a sense, 10 years out of date” and “there is no way of checking on the 

narrative”.

In the months following his book release, and riding a wave of hubris, Jang found himself

delivering a guest lecture at Leiden University in Holland. Egged-on by fawning faculty, and 

seemingly drunk on his own celebrity, Jang definitively announced: 'The North Korean regime 

will collapse within five to seven years’ – Don’t hold your breath!

*****

Not all North Korean scholars are this vacuous, nor behave this poorly. The work of people such 

as Andrei Lankov, Brian Myers, Victor Cha, Don Oberdorfer, Bruce Cumings and Scott Snyder 

have been invaluably important in prying open this closeted state. However they are a dying 

breed, and much of their work – vital as it is – is now decades-old.

Worse still, these works have been almost entirely cannibalised of substance by the current 

generation of North Korean academics, having been reworked and reworded ad nauseam. 

What remains are the coat-tails of tabloid speculation: an environment where no statement is 

too superficial, redundant or speculative if it provides exposure and helps to build a public 

profile… if it keeps you relevant.

When this reality began to manifest – when North Korean studies began pressing up against its 

information glass ceiling – university departments began steadily closing down, and have been 



doing so for the better part of this century. Korea University are now – quite belatedly –

following the trend: can you blame them? North Korea is an intriguing country, and an 

absolutely fascinating topic to read-up on – It is just that there is nothing new to study.

Jed Lea-Henry
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